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A Song of Fire and Ice
Combatants are split into teams.1

When being discombobulated you will first be put in a line. If a Marshall taps you on 

the shoulder you must turn around and follow the Marshalls prompting to move to a 

second line again facing away from the Marshall. Then you must turn around a final 

time once tapped on the shoulder and your team will also be turned around and 

facing inward, toward the Marshalls and each other. Please remember who your 

teammates are during this time. Once you have confirmed you have seen each other you 

must turn back around.

2

Combatants can start wherever they want on the battlefield so long as they are not 

within 15' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the 

beginning of the battle.

3

When a combatant dies after Bleeding Out they must stay on the ground or with their 

weapons above their head and they are considered frozen.

4

To thaw out a teammate you must hold a free hand over them and shout “Thawing 1, 

Thawing 2, Thawing 3, Thawing 4, Thawing 5, Success!" without moving your feet or 

receiving any damage or effects.

5

Once all other teams except one are frozen the living team wins.6



Assassin's Creed
As Combatants Enter the battlefield they will draw a badge from a pool of names of 

all the characters that are playing within it. This badge is considered an 

assassination contract and the name on it is the target.

1

Combatants can start wherever they want on the battlefield so long as they are not 

within 15' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the 

beginning of the battle.

2

This event is a free-for-all. Combatants cannot align with other Combatants and then 

run around attacking other combatants simultaneously.

3

To loot a bleeding out combatant you must shout “Looting 1, Looting 2, Looting 3, 

Looting 4, Looting 5, Success!" as you extend your open hand out over him without 

moving your feet or receiving any damage or effects.

4

To complete a contract Combatants must loot their target, but they do not 

necessarily have to be the one to kill them. If you successfully cast loot you will 

give them your contract and they will give you theirs (unless they have their own).

5

If a Combatant is looted and they receive their own contract they no longer 

resurrect (because the contract has been completed).

6

If a Combatant has their self as a target and they get looted they do not trade 

contracts and can longer resurrect (because someone has confirmed that the 

contract has been completed).

7

If combatants die and the contract on them has not been completed, then they must 

bleed out, proceed to the Portal of Pandoom as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting 

they can re-enter the battlefield.

8

The last three Combatants to die, and the Combatant that didn't, win.9



Bannerman
Combatants are split into two teams; a defensive team and the Bannerman's team. A 

Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the beginning of the battle.

1

The battlefield will have four bases like a baseball diamond. The Bannerman's team 

will start touching and resurrecting at home base and the defensive team will start 

touching first base and resurrecting at second base.

2

Members of the Bannerman's team can move while holding the flag. The Bannerman 

must only wield the flag and it has the same effects as a wizard's staff.

3

The bannerman's team must place their banner within the base and then move the lock 

from the base to their banner while their banner remains placed in the base and then 

yell "Captured!" to capture, and also resurrect at, the base.

4

All locks will open with either the combination of 0,0,0,0.5

The base that the defensive team resurrects at cycles around relative to the last 

base that the bannerman's team has captured and upon the banner man's team yelling 

"Captured!" the entire defensive team is instantly resurrected and fully healed.

6

Combatants get infinite lives. If combatants die then they must bleed out, proceed to 

the appropriate base as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting they can re-enter the 

battlefield.

7

The next base that the bannerman's team will need to capture will always been in 

between the two teams' bases that they are resurrecting at.

8

Members of the defensive team cannot move (rooted) while holding the flag. They 

must only wield the flag and it has the same effects as a wizard's staff.

9

If one member of the defensive team holds the flag for (# of Combatants on the 

bannerman's team X 10) seconds without receiving any damage or ability effects their 

they win.

10

If the bannerman's team sequentially gains a lock from each base, including home, 

then they win.

11



Capture the Flag
Combatants are split into two teams and must start with a foot touching their 

respective base. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the beginning 

of the battle.

1

Combatants get infinite lives. If combatants die then they must bleed out, proceed 

their Portal of Pandoom as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting they can re-enter the 

battlefield.

2

Flags start with a lock on them.3

All locks will open with the combination of 0,0,0,0.4

To remove a flag from its base combatants must remove the lock from it first.5

The Flagbearer must only wield the flag and it has the same effects as a wizard's 

staff.

6

If a player is wielding a flag in one hand and yells "Cap!" while touching a flag that is 

in their base with their other hand then that player's team wins.

7



Costume Contest
The last Sunday of every month a costume contest will be held. The participants will 

receive XP and the winners will receive additional XP.

1



Dominion
Combatants are split into at least two teams and must start with a foot touching 

their respective Portal of Pandoom. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to 

indicate the beginning of the battle.

1

Each team starts at a base they have captured and there will be at least one 

additional contested base.

2

Combatants get infinite lives so long as they own a base. If combatants die then they 

must bleed out, proceed to a Portal of Pandoom they have captured as a Ghost, and 

after Resurrecting they can re-enter the battlefield.

3

To Capture a base a team must have only their lock on the top ring. Locks may need to 

be moved back and forth in order to achieve this. Contested bases start with a lock 

from each team on the top ring.

4

All locks will open with the combination of 0,0,0,0.5

If a team does not control any bases that team must capture a base before all of 

their team members die or they will be eliminated because they can no longer 

resurrect.

6

The team that survives and the last combatant to die, that is not on the surviving team, 

will win and gain  XP.

7



Donation
You will receive up to two  amounts of XP per weekend equivalent to participating in 

an event based on your membership level.

1



Gauntlet of Glory
Combatants can start wherever they want in the first section of the battlefield so 

long as they are not within 5' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of 

Strife to indicate the beginning of the battle.

1

If combatants die in the first section of the battlefield then they must bleed out, 

proceed to the Portal of Pandoom as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting they can re-

enter the first section of the battlefield.

2

If a combatant delivers a fatal strike in a section they may attempt to proceed to the 

next section and to receive a full heal by touching the cone the furthest to their 

right of the next section while yelling "CARPE DIEM!" and stepping into it.

3

Combatants who die in any other section except the first must bleed out, proceed to 

the cone of the previous section that is the furthest to their right as a ghost, and 

yell "RESSURECTING IN 3, 2, 1!" and then step into it.

4

A combatant who has killed another in a section can still be killed and sent back if 

they fail to make it into the next section.

5

The first 5 combatants to deliver a fatal strike in the last section will win and gain 

XP respectively.

6



Golden Gods
to receive Golden Gods your entire Clan must have the maximum number of clansmen, 

have gold membership, and participate in at least an event during a weekend. Each 

weekend that you do this you and all your clansmen will receive XP equivalent to 

participating in an event based on your membership level.

1



Illidan's Gambit
Combatants can start wherever they want on the battlefield so long as they are not 

within 15' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the 

beginning of the battle.

1

This event is a free-for-all. Combatants cannot align with other combatants and 

acquire or defend the wielder of the vampiric glaive together.

2

Combatants get infinite lives. If combatants die then they must bleed out, proceed to 

the Portal of Pandoom as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting they can re-enter the 

battlefield.

3

A random combatant will be chosen to begin with the glaive and a timer will be 

started with a random time ranging from 2 - 10 minutes.

4

While a combatant is wielding a glaive they instantly receive a limb heal for any limb 

damage the deliver and a full heal for any fatal strike that they deliver. 

Additionally,  the glaive cannot be broken.

5

While a combatant is wielding the glaive they cannot use or receive any beneficial 

abilities' effects except magic stone.

6

When the timer expires if a combatant is wielding the glaive they win. If no one is 

wielding the glaive then the next combatant who does wins.

7



It's All Ogre Now
Combatants are split into two teams; One team is comprised of a Hero for every 7 

total Combatants with a minimum of 2 and the other team is comprised of everyone 

else as the Monsters.

1

The Battlefield will have three Portals of Pandoom spread out in a line with about 

100 feet in between each Portal of Pandoom.

2

Heroes start and resurrect at the first Portal of Pandoom. To resurrect at the 

second and third Portals of Pandoom the Heroes must kill all of the Monsters near 

each Portal of Pandoom respectively. Heroes can resurrect infinitely.

3

Monsters are split into two subgroups. One group guards the second Portal of 

Pandoom and the other guards the third Portal of Pandoom. Monsters cannot move 

more than 50' from their respective Portal of Pandoom.

4

There is a Boss for the Monsters who decides which monsters Combatants start as 

between two possible types. The two types are a monster with 1 hp and a monster that 

takes normal damage. The Boss' mechanics are unique and all monsters may have 

unique aspects.

5

As Monsters die they gather and resurrect at the Boss within the Boss' Den. The 

Boss' Den is a fourth point in the line of Portals of Pandoom that is also about 100 

feet from the third Portal of Pandoom. Upon resurrecting Monsters alternate 

which type of Monster they are.

6

Heroes can hear the Boss but they cannot engage each other until the Heroes have 

killed all of the Monsters except those in the Boss' Den. Upon doing so if they 

Heroes kill the Boss before the timer expires (1 minute per monster) they win!

7

If the Heroes do not kill the boss before the timer expires (1 minute per monster) the 

Boss and all of the monsters win!

8

Goblins have 1 HP. They have the same weapon training as a Ranger or Rogue. Three 

goblins can resurrect a bleeding out goblin by touching him with their blades and 

alternatingly shouting "Resurrecting Goblin 1,…10, Success!"

9

Orcs take normal damage. They have the same weapon training as a Warrior, Rogue, or 

Ranger. They can perform a Taunt and a Disarm.

10

Egg Men have 1 HP. They have the same weapon training as a Warrior or Rogue. They 

can perform a Feign Death by receiving damage and after waiting the Bleed Out time of 

the highest level Hero shout "Eggcellent!" and resurrect.

11

Wererabbits take normal damage. They have unique abilities bestowed upon them by 

the bunny ears that they wear. Each set of ears has a card attached to it explaining 

its' abilities.

12



Jailbreak
Combatants are split into teams with at least three combatants on each team.1

Teams can start wherever they want on the battlefield so long as they are not within 

15' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the beginning 

of the battle.

2

Combatants get infinite lives, but if combatants die then they must bleed out, proceed 

to the Portal of Pandoom as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting they will be an inmate 

inside the jail.

3

an inmate can be released from jail by a free combatant touching any cone that 

represents the jail perimeter and yelling "Freeing (inmate's name) 1, Freeing (inmate's 

name) 2,…up to Freeing (inmate's name) 10, success!"

4

all inmates can be released from jail by at least three free combatants touching any 

cone that represents the jail perimeter and yelling in a consecutive rotation 

"Jailbreak 1", " Jailbreak 2"…up to "Jailbreak 10, success!"

5

If at least three free combatants touch any cone that represents the jail perimeter 

and yell in a consecutive rotation "Riot 1", " Riot 2"…up to "Riot 10, success!" then 

the jailed combatants engage in a Last Man Standing within the jail, the winner of 

which becomes free.

6

The team that is free while everyone else is jailed wins.7



Last Man Standing
Combatants can start wherever they want on the battlefield so long as they are not 

within 15' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the 

beginning of the battle.

1

This event is a free-for-all.2

Combatants only get one life. If combatants die then they must bleed out and then 

exit the battlefield.

3

The last two combatants to die and the combatant who didn't will win 1st, 2nd, and 

3rd respectively.

4



Melee Tournament
Combatants will be assigned a random number that will place them on a tournament 

bracket.

1

Combatants will then each compete in one-on-one duels against whoever they have 

been randomly paired with. Whichever combatants win 2 out of 3 duels in their 

respective matches will move on to the next bracket.

2

Combatants cannot use abilities.3

Combatants cannot use bows or thrown weapons.4

Wizard combatants' staffs are lethal.5

Double kills interrupt the flow of this Event so if it cannot be ascertained as to 

which combatant killed which first then the duel can be reset a maximum of two times. 

If a double kill happens a third time both combatants are dead and out of the contest.

6

(Optional) The first time any combatant loses their set of duels they will move to the 

Wild Card bracket until it fills. Then all combatants will again be assigned a random 

number that will place them on a wild card bracket.

7

If this event includes a wild card bracket then combatants will be able to lose twice 

before being eliminated entirely from this event (except for the winner of the original 

bracket).

8

If this event includes a wild card bracket then the winning combatant from the 

original bracket and the winning combatant from the Wild Card bracket must 

compete in a series of duels.

9

If this event includes a wild card bracket then the winner of the original bracket 

must win 2 duels but the Wild Card combatant must win 3 out of a possible of 4 duels.

10

The last combatants who compete against the  winner of either bracket, the loser of 

the final duel or the ultimate winner will win and gain  XP respectively.

11



Minion
Combatants can start wherever they want on the battlefield so long as they are not 

within 15' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the 

beginning of the battle.

1

This event is a free-for-all.2

Combatants are considered to be either free, a master, or a minion. All combatants 

begin as free.

3

Combatants get infinite lives. If combatants die then they must bleed out, proceed to 

the Portal of Pandoom as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting they can re-enter the 

battlefield.

4

a free combatant that kills any other combatant becomes a master. The slain 

combatant then becomes their minion. After reentering battle the minion must 

proceed directly back to their master and obey their orders. Combatants cannot 

deliberately die in order to align with other combatants.

5

A minion who kills another combatant must point out and verbalize who the slain 

combatant's new master is and after reentering battle the new minion must proceed 

directly back to their new master and obey their orders.

6

When a master is killed they must yell "MY MINIONS ARE FREE" and all of their 

minions become free.

7

Combatants cannot lie or remain silent if asked who their master is.8

The master who acquires everyone else as a minion wins.9



Pandemic Panic
A combatant for every 7 total combatants, with a minimum of 2, will be delegated as 

starting zombies.

1

All other combatants must attempt to survive for 1 minute per 3 total combatants 

and if they do survive then they win!

2

Survivors get one life. If survivors die then they must bleed out, proceed to the 

perimeter of the quarantine zone as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting they can re-

enter the quarantine zone as a zombie.

3

Zombies get infinite lives. If zombies die then they must fall, but they do not bleed out . 

After falling, they must proceed to outside of the quarantine zone for 3 seconds and 

then they can re-enter the quarantine zone as a zombie.

4

Zombies are immune to all normal ranged limb damage.5

Zombies cannot wield more than one weapon or shield and they are slowed. 

Additionally, they cannot wield any weapon that is over two-handed length with two 

hands on it.

6

The Final Wave: During the last 30 seconds of the timer the Marshall will yell "FINAL 

WAVE!" and all zombies can move un-slowed.

7

If the zombies kill all of the survivors then the starting zombies, and the last 

survivor to die, win and will gain  XP, respectively.

8

First Blood: If there are 20 or more combatants then the starting zombies can run 

until the number of additional zombies created equals the number of starting zombies.

9

Drastic Measures: If there are 30 or more combatants then zombies can choose to 

gain abilities.

10

Drastic Measures: Survivors can only use their abilities if there are 30 or more 

combatants.

11

In order for a zombie to gain an ability another zombie (and in some cases 2) must sit 

down outside the quarantine zone for each ability that the zombie chooses to gain 

until he dies.

12

The simpler abilities that zombies can choose to gain during Drastic Measures that 

require only 1 sitting out zombie are as follows; un-slowed, dual wielding any length 

weapons, a weapon and a shield, or both hands on a two-handed or longer weapon.

13

The more powerful abilities that zombies can choose to gain during Drastic Measures 

that require 2 sitting out zombies are creeper and infected.

14

A creeper zombie can run and can hold up to 6 packets and must loudly hiss until 

"exploding" by throwing all 6 packets at once before receiving fatal damage. The 

packets deliver damage, break weapons and shields, and the explosion kills the zombie.

15



An infected zombie can instantly turn a survivor into an infected zombie themselves if 

they yell "INFECTED!" upon delivering fatal damage to a survivor. This is true for the 

newly created infected zombies as well.

16



Ravenous

0

The Marshall running this event will shuffle and deal out 1 card to each player. The 

cards players receive will indicate that they are each either a Hero or a Wendigo.

1

Gameplay is facilitated by the Marshall, and proceeds in alternating Night and Day 

rounds, beginning with Night.

2

At nightfall Players must sit down and close their eyes to "sleep" Throughout the 

night the Marshall will prompt certain players to awaken and indicate an action; each 

Player then goes back to sleep.

3

Wendigo must awake and choose a player collectively to kill during the night.4

If you are a Hero and you become slain during the night the Marshall will prompt you 

awake in the Morning with a blade, indicating that you have been slain. You must yell 

out and then die. If you were protected you will be resurrected afterward.

5

Everyone wakes for the day upon the slain Hero yelling out in the morning. The 

Players will then have 6 to 8 minutes to solve puzzles and accuse anyone of being a 

Wendigo. If no accusations are made within this time then nightfall occurs.

6

There will be a puzzle for every 5 players in play each day. For every puzzle that goes 

unsolved during the day the Wendigo can kill an additional Hero that Night. A 

maximum of 5 players can work on any one puzzle.

7

If an accusation is made and at least one Player supports the accusation then the 

accused Player has 60 seconds to plead their case. After which a vote by majority is 

conducted to determine whether to burn the accused at the stake.

8

To accuse a Player of being a Wendigo, and to cast your vote against a Player, you 

must lay your blade on them.

9

A Day is paused if anyone is accused and then resumed after an accused has been 

burned or after they win the vote, and the Day ends upon the time limit expiring, even if 

a Player hasn't been burned.

10

Heroes win, if they kill all of the Wendigo. Wendigo win if the Wendigo equal or 

outnumber the Heroes.

11

The Hero with the Pendant of Pandoom can indicate a Player to place the Pendant at 

the bedside of during the night and if that Player is slain during the Night they will 

resurrect the following morning.

12

The Hero with the Alchemist's Kit has a Poison Vial and a Health Potion, can choose 

to use one or the other during the night, and they are consumed upon use. The Poison 

kills a Player and the Potion functions the same as a use of the Pendant of Pandoom.

13

The Hero with the Crystal Ball can see the true identity (Hero or Wendigo) of a 

Player during the Night.

14



The Hero with the Moonshine Bottle can only communicate with gestures and noises; 

no words.

15

The Alpha Wendigo must verbally say the word "Wendigo" once during the Day or they 

die the following Night and they can turn a Hero into a Wendigo during the Night, 

once per game.

16

The Hero with the Hidden Dagger can reveal themselves, pause the game, and kill a 

Player during a vote, thus eliminating the slain Player's vote, once per game.

17

The Hero with Love Potion #9 must choose two other Players to make fall in love 

during the first night. The two players know who each other are and if one dies the 

other dies of a broken heart.

18

The Hero with the Hidden Crossbow can, as they die, point their finger at a Player and 

yell "THWIP!" killing them.

19



Sanctuary
Combatants are split into at least two teams and they must start at equally opposing 

edges of the battlefield. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the 

beginning of the battle.

1

Combatants get infinite lives. If combatants die then they must bleed out, proceed to 

the Portal of Pandoom as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting they can re-enter the 

battlefield.

2

In order to begin to capture the centralized base a team must be the only team within 

15' of it and they must have a minimum of 3 members within 15' of it in order for a 

Marshall to start a timer.

3

If any combatants that are not on the capturing team come within 15' of the base or 

the number of members on the capturing team that are within 15' of the base drops 

below 3 then the timer is paused and the base is considered contested.

4

If all members of a capturing team go further than 15' away from a contested base, 

or if they all die, then the base's status and the timer are reset.

5

The team that captures the base for 10 minutes wins and will gain  XP.6



Scramble
Combatants can start wherever they want on the battlefield so long as they are not 

within 15' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the 

beginning of the battle.

1

Combatants get infinite lives. If combatants die then they must bleed out, proceed the 

Portal of Pandoom as a Ghost, and once the appropriate amount of combatants 

arrive at the Portal of Pandoom (depending on the team size determined by the 

Marshalls) then they resurrect together and can re-enter the battlefield as a team.

2

After a timer set to a minute per combatant expires all combatants become unable to 

resurrect.

3

Magical items are sometimes added that have various effects. Some of these items can 

be looted.

4



The Juggernaut
Combatants can start wherever they want on the battlefield so long as they are not 

within 15' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the 

beginning of the battle.

1

This event is a free-for-all. Combatants cannot align with the Juggernaut and then 

run around attacking other combatants simultaneously.

2

Combatants get infinite lives. If combatants die then they must bleed out, proceed to 

the Portal of Pandoom as a Ghost, and after Resurrecting they can re-enter the 

battlefield.

3

Once all but one combatant has died at least once that combatant will receive a full 

heal and the Juggernaut helmet by a Marshall.

4

The Juggernaut can ignore all normal limb damage by grunting loudly as their limbs 

are struck.

5

The Juggernaut cannot use or receive any beneficial abilities' effects.6

If the Juggernaut is slain they must yell loudly and then indicate who killed them. The 

combatant who slayed the Juggernaut becomes immune to all damage and effects for 

up to 30 seconds while they acquire and don the Juggernaut helmet.

7

A newly donned Juggernaut receives a full heal and must yell "I'M THE 

JUGGERNAUGHT!" once they are ready for battle.

8

The combatant that delivers 10 consecutive kills, the second closest to 10, and the 

third closest will win and gain  XP respectively.

9



Trash Bash
The first Monday of every month participants who help pick up trash along the 

highway PHLARP has donated will receive  XP. We generally meet near the entrance 

to the Missouri Mines State Historic Site, in Park Hills, Missouri.

1



Uno Attack
As Combatants Enter the battlefield they will each be given 4 cards. To resurrect 

you must deliver a card to the Marshall at the Portal of Pandoom as a ghost.

1

Combatants can start wherever they want on the battlefield so long as they are not 

within 15' of each other. A Marshall will sound the Horn of Strife to indicate the 

beginning of the battle.

2

This event is a free-for-all. Combatants cannot align with other Combatants and then 

run around attacking other combatants simultaneously.

3

To loot a card from a bleeding out combatant you must shout “Looting 1, Looting 2, 

Looting 3, Looting 4, Looting 5, Success!" as you extend your open hand out over him 

without moving your feet or receiving any damage or effects.

4

If you become a ghost and have only two cards remaining, after you deliver one of 

them to the Marshall at the Portal of Pandoom, you must yell "UNO!" as you 

ressurect.

5

If you become a ghost and have only one card remaining, after you deliver it to the 

Marshall at the Portal of Pandoom, you must yell "UNO ATTACK!" as you ressurect.

6

Combatants who become a Ghost and have no cards remaining are unable to 

resurrect.

7

Once 25% of the combatants remain the Marshalls will set a timer equal to a minute 

per remaining combatant and once the timer expires the three combatants with the 

highest number of cards win 1st, 2nd, and 3rd respectively.

8


